Tachyon condensation in unstable type-I D-brane systems
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Abstract: Type-I string theory provides eight classes of unstable D-brane systems. We determine the gauge group and tachyon spectrum for each one, and thereby describe the gauge symmetry breaking pattern in the low-energy world-volume field theory. The topologies of the resulting coset vacuum manifolds are related to the real K-theory groups $KO^{-n}$, extending the known relations between the type-II classifying spaces BU and U and the complex K-theory groups $K^0$ and $K^{-1}$. We also comment on the role of the background D9-branes.
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1. Introduction

An unstable system of D-branes is characterized by the existence of tachyonic modes in the open string spectrum. Examples of such systems include brane-antibrane configurations in type-II string theory, and unstable D-branes in type-II and bosonic string theory. Since tachyons have a negative mass-squared they are expected to condense to a non-vanishing expectation value corresponding to the true vacuum of the open string theory, provided the complete potential is bounded from below.\(^1\) On the other hand, since D-branes can also be thought of as states in a closed string theory, one expects an unstable system of such states to decay into a stable closed string state carrying the same charges. In particular, a system carrying no net charge should decay into the closed string vacuum.

Sen has conjectured that this decay is described by tachyon condensation. This conjecture makes three important predictions. First, the tachyon vacuum should be identified with the closed string vacuum, and therefore its negative energy density should precisely cancel the positive energy density of the unstable D-brane system. Second, soliton configurations of the tachyon field should be identified with lower-dimensional D-branes, and finally, all open string states should be removed from the spectrum in the tachyon vacuum. A complete proof of the conjecture presumably requires solving the full open string field theory associated with the unstable D-brane

---
\(^1\)In the bosonic case the potential is unbounded from below, and the condensate is at most meta-stable.
system, and there are recent indications that this may indeed be possible \cite{2, 3}. Notwithstanding, a considerable amount of evidence for the correctness of the conjecture has accumulated from various sources, including low-energy world-volume field theory \cite{4, 5, 6}, conformal field theory \cite{8}, and level-truncated open string field theory \cite{9}. The latter in particular has been extremely successful in testing the first prediction, and all three have been useful in verifying the second. The last prediction of Sen’s conjecture, and probably the most significant, is less well established. Whereas the first two are essentially classical results, understanding how the open string states are removed from the spectrum appears to require taking quantum effects into account \cite{6}.

At the most basic level, an unstable D-brane system is described by a gauge field theory, where the tachyon plays the role of an ordinary Higgs field. The process of tachyon condensation then reduces to the Higgs mechanism. This simple description, while clearly not complete, already incorporates some of the features described above. In particular, the Higgs mechanism creates a mass gap for some of the fields, which can be seen as a low-energy manifestation of the removal of (some) open string states from the spectrum. In addition, spontaneously broken gauge theories exhibit stable soliton configurations, whose topological charges are classified by the homotopy groups of the vacuum manifold. These can in turn be identified with the topological charges of lower-dimensional D-branes via K-theory \cite{10, 11}.

The systems studied most extensively are brane-antibrane configurations in type-II string theory, and unstable D-branes in type-II and bosonic string theory. The gauge group for $N$ brane-antibrane pairs is $U(N) \times U(N)$, and the tachyon transforms in the bi-fundamental representation. Tachyon condensation therefore breaks the group to the diagonal $U(N)$, and the vacuum manifold is equivalent to $U(N)$. The corresponding spectrum of stable solitons consists (for large enough $N$) of all even co-dimension configurations, in agreement with the spectrum of stable (BPS) D-branes. The gauge group on a system of $N$ unstable D-branes is $U(N)$, and the tachyon transforms in the adjoint representation. In this case the unbroken gauge group (for even $N$) is given by $U(N/2) \times U(N/2)$ \cite{12, 13}. The resulting vacuum manifold is $U(N)/(U(N/2) \times U(N/2))$, which for large $N$ is equivalent to the universal classifying space $BU$. This time the spectrum of stable solitons consists of odd co-dimension configurations, which again agrees with the stable D-brane spectrum.\footnote{This is true for the type-II unstable D-branes, but not for the bosonic D-branes. Due to the cubic term in the tachyon potential for the latter, the gauge group $U(N)$ is actually unbroken in the bosonic case (see \cite{14} for a discussion of the closely related SU($N$) case). The vacuum manifold is therefore trivial, which is consistent with the fact that all bosonic D-branes are unstable.}

The aim of this paper is to extend the above picture to unstable D-brane systems in type-I string theory. Here we find eight classes of systems, with different gauge groups and different tachyon spectra. In section \ref{sec:2} we describe how to obtain the gauge group and tachyon representation in each case. In section \ref{sec:3} we make contact
Table 1: Tachyon condensation and classifying spaces in type-I unstable D-brane systems. $N$ is assumed to be even for the $p = 8, 7, 5, 4, 2, 0$ and $−1$ systems, and a multiple of 4 for $p = 6$.

2. Unstable type-I D-brane systems

In this section we shall determine the gauge group and tachyon representation for each of the unstable D-brane systems in type-I string theory. Some of this information, such as the gauge group for $p = 1, 5$ and 9, and the tachyon spectrum for $p = −1, 3$ and 7, can be obtained using the consistency conditions of [14]. The rest, such as the gauge group and tachyon spectrum for even $p$, will be obtained by other means. We will ignore the background D9-branes for now, and consider their effect in section 4.

2.1 $p$ odd

The odd-dimensional systems correspond to D$p$-$\overline{D}p$ systems in type-II string theory projected by $\Omega$. The type-II system has a gauge group $U(N) \times U(N)$ from the diagonal $p − p$ and $\overline{p} − \overline{p}$ sectors, and a tachyon transforming in the bi-fundamental representation $(N, \overline{N}) \oplus (\overline{N}, N)$ from the off-diagonal $p − \overline{p}$ and $\overline{p} − p$ sectors.

For $p = 1, 5$ and 9 the RR component of the boundary state is invariant under $\Omega$ [15], so both the D$p$-brane and the $\overline{D}p$-brane are invariant. Since $p − p$ (and $\overline{p} − \overline{p}$) strings are therefore mapped to themselves, one can use the consistency conditions of [14] to determine the gauge group. One simply gets twice the result of [14],...
$\mathcal{G} = O(N) \times O(N)$ for $p = 1$ and 9, and $\text{Sp}(N) \times \text{Sp}(N)$ for $p = 5$. On the other hand, since $p - \bar{p}$ strings are mapped to $\bar{p} - p$ strings, these conditions do not restrict the tachyon spectrum. The projection simply picks out one linear combination of the two sectors with an arbitrary phase. This leaves precisely the bi-fundamental representation regardless of the phase. The unbroken group $\mathcal{H}$ is therefore the diagonal combination of the two factors in $\mathcal{G}$.

For $p = -1, 3$ and 7 the RR component of the boundary state is odd, so the brane and antibrane are interchanged. In this case $p - \bar{p}$ strings are mapped to themselves, so the Gimon-Polchinski conditions fix the action of $\Omega$ on the tachyons. One finds

$$T_{a\bar{b}} \rightarrow \omega_p T_{b\bar{a}},$$

where $\omega_p = (-1)^{\frac{9-p}{2}}$. The gauge group is not fixed by these conditions, but, as with the tachyons in the previous case, the projection simply keeps one linear combination of the two $\text{U}(N)$'s with an arbitrary phase. It then follows from (2.1) that the tachyons transform in the symmetric representation of $\text{U}(N)$ for $p = 3$, and in the antisymmetric representation for $p = -1$ and 7. The unbroken gauge groups in these cases were determined in [12]. One gets $\text{O}(N)$ in the first case, and $\text{Sp}(N)$ in the second case.

### 2.2 $p$ even

For the even-dimensional branes we start with the corresponding non-BPS $Dp$-brane in type-IIB string theory, which has a gauge group $\text{U}(N)$ and a tachyon in the adjoint representation. The world-sheet arguments of [14] fail in this case, since the $Dp$-$D9$ strings have an odd number of mixed (ND) boundary conditions, and therefore an odd number of fermionic zero modes in both the R and NS sectors. Instead we will determine $\mathcal{G}$ by demanding that the $Dp$-$D9$ strings are real. Since these strings transform in the spinor representation of the Clifford algebra formed by the fermionic zero modes, and at the same time in the fundamental representation of the gauge group, demanding reality will restrict the form of $\mathcal{G}$.

In the R sector there are $p + 1$ fermionic zero modes (one of which is time-like), so the ground state transforms as a spinor of $\text{SO}(p, 1)$. In the NS sector there are $9 - p$ zero modes, and the ground state is a spinor of $\text{SO}(9 - p)$. For odd $p$ there are two irreducible representations in both sectors corresponding to the two Weyl spinors. The zero-mode part of the GSO projection $(-1)^f = \prod \Gamma_i$ removes one and keeps the other. For even $p$ there is only one irreducible spinor and no GSO projection.\(^3\) The resulting spinors are real for $p = 0, 1, 2$ (mod 8), pseudoreal for $p = 4, 5, 6$ (mod 8), and complex for $p = 3, 7$ (mod 8). Consequently $\mathcal{G}$ is orthogonal.

\(^3\)The odd-dimensional Clifford algebras associated with the fermionic zero modes for even $p$ actually have two irreducible representations (related by $\Gamma_i \rightarrow -\Gamma_i$), which are equivalent as representations of the corresponding groups. This subtlety can be overlooked in determining the spectrum, but becomes important in the path integral, where one is required to sum over spin structures [12].
in the first case, symplectic in the second case, and unitary in the third case. This is consistent with what we found in the previous section for odd $p$. Note however that the above argument does not determine how many factors of these groups $G$ contains. In particular, for $p = 1, 5$ and $9$ there are two factors, whereas for $p = 3$ and $7$ there is only one. This is of course a consequence of the fact that in the former case the type-I system consists of BPS branes and BPS antibranes, and in the latter only of non-BPS branes. By analogy, we conclude that the gauge groups for even $p$ must be $O(N)$ for $p = 0, 2 \,(\text{mod} \, 8)$, and $Sp(N)$ for $p = 4, 6$.

In order to determine the representation of the tachyon we need to know how $\Omega$ acts on the tachyon wavefunction, and how it acts on the CP factors of the $p - p$ string. The latter can be determined from the above results, together with the fact that the vector is odd under $\Omega$ [17]. We find

$$\Lambda \longrightarrow \gamma_\Omega \Lambda^T \gamma_\Omega^{-1}, \quad \gamma_\Omega = \begin{cases} 1 & p = 0, 2 \,(\text{mod} \, 8) \\ J & p = 4, 6, \end{cases} \tag{2.2}$$

where

$$J = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & i1 \\ -i1 & 0 \end{pmatrix}. \tag{2.3}$$

The action on the tachyon wavefunction$^4$ can be determined using Sen’s approach, by considering a disc amplitude in type-IIB string theory involving a tachyon vertex operator at the boundary and a RR $p$-form vertex operator in the bulk [18]. Both vertex operators contribute a $\sigma_1$ factor in the trace, so the amplitude is non-zero, and gives rise to the interaction

$$\int C^{(p)} \wedge dT. \tag{2.4}$$

Since $C^{(p)}$ is odd under $\Omega$ for $p = 0 \,(\text{mod} \, 4)$, and even for $p = 2 \,(\text{mod} \, 4)$, it follows that $T$ is odd for $p = 0 \,(\text{mod} \, 4)$ and even for $p = 2 \,(\text{mod} \, 4)$. Combining this with the action on the CP factors gives antisymmetric representations for $p = 0, 6 \,(\text{mod} \, 8)$, and symmetric representations for $p = 2, 4$.

The unbroken gauge groups for $O(N)$ with a Higgs field in the symmetric and antisymmetric representations were determined in [12], and are given by $O(N/2) \times O(N/2)$ and $U(N/2)$, respectively. The unbroken gauge groups for $Sp(N)$ can be determined in a similar way, and turn out to be $U(N/2)$ for a symmetric Higgs, and $Sp(N/2) \times Sp(N/2)$ for an antisymmetric Higgs.

To facilitate this sum, Witten proposed to include an additional world-sheet fermion $\eta(\tau)$ at each boundary of the open string ending on a D$p$-brane [10]. The GSO operator $(-1)^f = \eta \prod \Gamma_i$ then provides the required prescription. The signature of $\eta$ must be chosen such that the Weyl spinor one gets after GSO-projection has the same properties as the original spinor. The R sector Clifford algebra is therefore increased to that of $SO(p + 1, 1)$ for $p = 0 \,(\text{mod} \, 4)$, and $SO(p, 2)$ for $p = 2 \,(\text{mod} \, 4)$. In the NS sector one effectively gets $SO(9 - p, 1)$ in the first case, and $SO(10 - p)$ in the second.

$^4$This is not fixed by action on the vector since the two states belong to different CP sectors [18].
3. Relation to real $K$-theory

The topology of the tachyon vacuum manifold, i.e. the classifying space, determines the soliton spectrum, and therefore the spectrum of lower-dimensional D-branes. On the other hand, since D-branes carry gauge fields they are classified in $K$-theory. In particular, D-branes in type-II brane-antibrane systems are elements of $\tilde{K}^0(X)$, and D-branes in type-II unstable D-branes are elements of $K^{-1}(X)$. It is therefore not surprising that there exists a relation between the the mapping class groups, i.e. homotopy groups, of the vacuum manifold and the isomorphism class groups, i.e. $K$-theory groups, of the gauge bundles. In the complex case the relevant relations are \[19,20\]

\[\begin{align*}
\tilde{K}^0(X) &\approx [X, BU] \\
K^{-1}(X) &\approx [X, U],
\end{align*}\]  

where $BU$ is the $N \to \infty$ limit of $U(N)/(U(N/2) \times U(N/2))$, and $U$ is the $N \to \infty$ limit of $U(N)$.\(^5\) One usually assumes that the space $X$ is compact, but an extension to non-compact $X$ is possible by defining $K$-theory with compact support.

Note that the classifying spaces on the right hand side appear to be in the wrong place; the vacuum manifold is $U$ for the brane-antibrane system and $BU$ for the unstable D-brane. On the other hand, non-trivial tachyon configurations cannot be in the vacuum everywhere in $X$, and are therefore not classified by maps from $X$ to the vacuum manifold. Consider for example $X = \mathbb{R}^k$ (or its compactification $S^k$). Finite energy tachyon field configurations must approach the vacuum at infinity, and are therefore associated with maps from $S^{k-1}$ to the vacuum manifold. These are in turn classified by $\pi_{k-1}(U)$ for the brane-antibrane system, and by $\pi_{k-1}(BU)$ for the unstable D-branes. From the relations\(^6\)

\[\begin{align*}
\pi_{k-1}(U) &= \pi_k(BU) \\
\pi_{k-1}(BU) &= \pi_k(U),
\end{align*}\]  

it then follows that the tachyon vacuum manifolds appearing in (3.1) should indeed be shifted by one relative to the corresponding $K$-theory.

In the real case the story is similar. The analogous relations between the higher $KO$-groups and the classifying spaces are given by \[21\]

\[KO^{-n}(X) \approx [X, \mathcal{M}_n],\]  

\(^5\)More generally, $\tilde{K}^{-n}(X) = [X, \Omega^n BU]$, where $\Omega^n Y$ is the $n$-th iterated loop space of $Y$. One can prove that $\Omega BU$ is homotopically equivalent to $U$, and $\Omega^2 BU$ is homotopically equivalent to $BU$. In conjunction with (3.1), this fact leads to Bott periodicity, $K^{-n-2}(X) = K^{-n}(X)$.

\(^6\)These follow from $\pi_k(X) = \pi_{k-1}(\Omega X)$ \[20\], and the homotopic equivalences $\Omega BU \sim U$, $\Omega^2 BU \sim BU$. 

---

\[^{5,6}\]
where, in order,
\[ M_n = \text{BO, O, O/U, U/Sp, BS\(p\), Sp, Sp/U, U/O} \] (3.4)

for \( n = 0, \ldots, 7 \mod 8 \). Since type-I D-branes in the D9-D\(\bar{9}\) system (ignoring the background D9-branes) are classified by \( \overline{K^O}^0(\mathcal{X}) \), it is apparent from table 1 that the vacuum manifolds are again shifted by one relative to the corresponding KO-groups. In analogy with the complex case, for \( X = S^k \) this follows from the identities\(^7\)
\[ \pi_{k-1}(M_{n+1}) = \pi_k(M_n) . \] (3.5)

For example, the D5-brane can be obtained as a stable defect in the D7-brane system, corresponding to the generator of
\[ \pi_1(U/Sp) = \pi_2(O/U) = KO^{-2}(S^2) = \mathbb{Z} . \] (3.6)

4. Including the background D9-branes

Two important subtleties arise when one includes the 32 background D9-branes. First, since the zero-point energy of the NS sector of a Dp-D9 string is given by\[^17\]
\[ m^2 = \frac{5 - p}{8} , \] (4.1)

the \( p = 8, 7 \) and 6 systems have 32 additional tachyons, which transform in the fundamental representation of the corresponding gauge group \( \mathcal{G} \). From the world-volume gauge theory perspective, their only effect is to reduce the rank of \( \mathcal{G} \), keeping its form fixed. The results in table\[^1\] are therefore qualitatively unchanged. On the other hand, as was first pointed out in\[^14\], their presence has a dramatic effect on the single D7 and D8-brane in spacetime, which are found to be unstable despite being tachyon-free in the \( p - p \) sector. A natural question is what these branes decay into, given that they carry non-trivial topological (\( \mathbb{Z}_2 \)) charges in K-theory.

The discussion of\[^10\] seems to suggest that the decay products are O(32) gauge field configurations on the background D9-branes, which are classified respectively by \( \pi_1(O(32)) \) and \( \pi_0(O(32)) \) (both of which are \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \)). In particular, the latter corresponds to a non-trivial \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \subset O(32) \) holonomy. The D8-brane therefore decays into a gauge field configuration that is pure gauge at \( x = \pm\infty \), such that \( A(\infty) \) and \( A(-\infty) \) are related by the reflection element in \( O(32) \)\[^22\].\(^8\) Despite being topologically

\(^7\)These follow from the homotopic equivalence of the \( n \)-th iterated loop space of \( \mathcal{M}_0 = \text{BO} \) and \( \mathcal{M}_n, \) e.g. \( \Omega \text{BO} \sim \text{O}, \Omega^2 \text{BO} \sim \text{O}/U, \) etc.

\(^8\)The type-I gauge group is actually \( \text{spin}(32)/\mathbb{Z}_2 \), which does not contain this element\[^10\]. However, there are two choices for the \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \) projection, corresponding to which spinor chirality is kept. These are exchanged by the reflection element of \( O(32) \), so the D8-brane corresponds to a domain wall separating regions of type-I vacuum which differ in the chirality of the spinor state.
stable however, these gauge field configurations are not solutions of the Yang-Mills equations. A simple scaling argument shows that (for \( p > 6 \)) they will expand indefinitely to minimize the action \([10]\), leaving behind a dilute gauge field.

There exist also other topologically stable gauge field configurations corresponding to non-trivial elements in \( \pi_{8-p}(O(32)) \), with \( p = 5, 1, 0 \) and \(-1\). In contrast to the previous two, these will tend to shrink, which suggests the existence of \( p \)-dimensional stringy objects \([10]\). Indeed, D\( p \)-branes with the above values of \( p \) exist and are stable, even in the presence of the background D9-branes. Given that these D-branes are stable, what is the role of the gauge field configurations in this case?

The answer is related to the second subtlety associated with the background D9-branes. Namely, the gauge group of the unstable \( p = 9 \) system is \( O(32 + N) \times O(N) \) rather than \( O(N) \times O(N) \). The tachyon is still bi-fundamental, so the unbroken subgroup is now \( O(32) \times O(N) \). Consequently the vacuum manifold is topologically equivalent to \( O(32 + N)/O(32) \), rather than \( O(N) \). For \( N = 1 \) this is simply the 32-sphere \( S^{32} \). More generally it is known as the real Stiefel manifold \( V_{32+N,N} \). A common property of this space for all \( N \) is that \( \pi_k(V_{32+N,N}) = 0 \) for \( k < 32 \). Therefore there are \( no \) topologically stable tachyon configurations (of relevance in ten dimensions). The D-brane charges are instead encoded in the above gauge field configurations. The configurations which tend to shrink \((p = -1, 0, 1, 5)\) correspond to stable D-branes, and those which tend to expand \((p = 7, 8)\) correspond to topologically stable, but dynamically unstable, D-branes.

In light of this one wonders why \( \widetilde{KO}^0 (X) \) is the appropriate classifying group for D-branes in type-I string theory. The relation to homotopy theory is

\[
\widetilde{KO}^0 (S^n) = \pi_{n-1}(O),
\]

but the vacuum manifold is actually \( O(32 + N)/O(32) \), not \( O \). On the other hand, as argued above, the D-brane charges are encoded in the topology of \( O(32) \), rather than the topology of the vacuum manifold. Since \( n \leq 10 \), one is well within the stability regime for the homotopy groups of \( O(32) \), which are therefore the same as those of \( O \). This is why \( \widetilde{KO}^0 (X) \) gives the correct answers.

5. Conclusions

Tachyons appear in many forms when supersymmetry is broken in string theory. Since it is difficult to make general statements about the consequence of their condensation, it is useful to have many examples. Unstable D-brane systems provide a relatively simple arena for studying this phenomenon for the case of open string tachyons. In this paper we analyzed the unstable D-branes systems of type-I string theory in the most basic approach, namely the world-volume gauge theory coupled to a Higgs field. It would be interesting to apply some of the other approaches mentioned in the introduction to these systems.
Another interesting question is how the physics of unstable D-brane systems in string theory is lifted to M-theory. The two brane-antibranes systems are $M2-\overline{M2}$ and $M5-\overline{M5}$. The former is difficult to study, since it corresponds to a non-trivial conformal field theory. The situation is somewhat analogous to a string-antistring system, since the M2-brane really serves as the fundamental object in M-theory. The $M5-\overline{M5}$ system is, at least qualitatively, more tractable \[5\]. For a single pair, it corresponds to a rank two antisymmetric tensor theory (without the restriction of self-duality). The tachyon presumably comes from an open M2-brane, and therefore corresponds to a string-field. While the complete dynamics of the M2-brane are not understood, it is straightforward to generalize the Higgs mechanism to a rank two antisymmetric tensor field \[23\]. In particular, there exists a stable co-dimension three defect, which can be identified with the M2-brane \[5\].

Another unstable system in M-theory is the non-chiral $S^1/Z_2$ compactification, also known as the $E_8 \times \overline{E_8}$ system \[24\]. In this case the two “ends of the world” support ordinary gauge theories, and one might expect their annihilation to be described, in part, by an ordinary Higgs mechanism. In particular, since the only non-trivial configuration of $E_8$ (of relevance in ten dimensions) is the instanton associated with $\pi_3(E_8) = \mathbb{Z}$, which is furthermore identified with the M5-brane, one expects the symmetry breaking pattern to be $E_8 \times E_8 \to E_8$. The question is whether there is a tachyon field that achieves this.
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